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ABSTRACT
Block-based programming environments are widely used by novices
who are learning computer science. However, even in block-based
coding environments that have been carefully developed to serve
novices, students frequently struggle and require additional support.
A promising avenue to provide this support is the use of intelligent
tutoring systems, which offer adaptive hints to assist learners. In
order to provide students with the adaptive hints they need, we
must investigate their help-seeking behaviors and identify patterns
surrounding their need for support. In this experience report, we
examine data collected from 174 college students in an introductory
engineering course, who used an intelligent block-based coding
environment to learn computer science. These students made more
than 1,000 hint requests, which we represent in two-dimensional
space along axes of elapsed time and code completeness. Analysis
revealed five major clusters of hint requests, which we further characterized through qualitative examination of the coding trajectories
that preceded each hint request. We also analyzed how students’
incoming knowledge and perceived computer skill were related
to their help-seeking behaviors. Students with higher incoming
knowledge requested hints when their code was more complete
than students with lower incoming knowledge. Students with high
perceived computer skill asked for hints when their code was less
complete than those with low perceived computer skill. The results
presented here provide insight into student help-seeking behavior
in computer science education, informing CS educators and system
designers on how best to develop support strategies.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Social and professional topics → Computing education; •
Applied computing → Education.
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INTRODUCTION

Novice programmers have historically struggled in introductory
computer science courses and suffer from high attrition rates [3].
In recent years, block-based programming languages have become
frequently used in introductory programming courses because they
eliminate many of the common challenges novice programmers
encounter [31]. The use of block-based programming languages in
introductory courses has many benefits, such as reduced cognitive
load [33], improved understanding of programming structure [32],
and increased efficiency while completing programming tasks [24].
Despite the advantages that block-based environments offer,
learning to program presents novices with significant challenges
[20]. An important open area of research involves how to best
provide support, such as hints, to novice programmers [5]. Utilizing instructional strategies such as scaffolding, which slowly
reduces student assistance as mastery is achieved, has been shown
to improve metacognitive skills and increase learning gains [15, 26].
Several decades of work in the intelligent tutoring systems research
field provide a basis for investigating this open area by showing,
for example, the importance of timely feedback [2], the prevalence
of students abusing hinting systems to get answers without having
to invest in the task [29], the importance of help seeking in selfregulated learning [1], and how intelligent tutoring systems can be
integrated into block-based programming environments [25].
In this experience report, we present a data-driven exploration
of novice students’ hint requests using a block-based learning environment for undergraduate introductory computer science. We
clustered students’ hint requests in two-dimensional space along
axes of elapsed time (since the student began coding) and code completeness (which we calculate by evaluating the abstract syntax tree
similarity between the student’s code and expert-authored code) at
the moment they requested the hint. Quantitative analysis of the
hint requests revealed there were relationships between students’
CS concept knowledge, perception of their computer skills, and
hint-requesting behavior. Qualitative analysis of the resulting clusters revealed patterns in the code completeness, knowledge level,

and perceived computer skill of students who were likely to request
hints in those clusters. For each cluster of hint requests, we discuss approaches to provide further support in those contexts. This
work can inform CS educators and system designers on patterns in
students’ hint requests and suggestions for support strategies that
would improve novice programmers’ experiences.
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RELATED WORK

A growing body of research has investigated the impact of different
types of support during programming for novices. Price et al. [25]
created a block-based programming environment, iSnap, that automatically generates contextual hints for students based on their
detailed action logs. The authors found that most students were
willing to use hints and that hints can lead to positive learning
outcomes. Zhi et al. [34] compared instances of when a student received worked examples in their programming tasks, showing that
worked examples do not result in significant learning improvements
but can help reduce cognitive load and time to solve programming
problems. In addition to reducing time spent on problems, support
in block-based programming keeps students engaged [30].
Automated feedback techniques are increasingly being utilized
to assist teachers in large class settings. A primary goal of automated feedback is to give insightful hints that then result in fewer
errors and misconceptions [12]. To properly address errors and
misconceptions, it is important to first identify students in need
of help. Recent studies have identified students that are at-risk or
struggling through programming trajectory analysis [7], early prediction models such as neural networks [4], and keystroke-based
models of student performance [21].
Previous work has also aimed to improve existing automated
feedback systems by addressing errors in student code that prevents
expert-designed test cases from being executed [22]. Several other
studies have aimed to assist teachers by effectively grouping student
programs to facilitate feedback. For example, subgraph matching
techniques have been used to match natural language feedback to
code in introductory programming MOOCs [17]. Creating effective
automated hinting systems for block-based programming environments is still an active area of research. For example, a recent study
by Leite et al. [16] compared machine-generated feedback to humanauthored feedback, showing that human feedback helped students
obtain better conceptual understanding of programming concepts
and improved student performance on class exams. This work illustrates that more research is needed to improve machine-generated
feedback mechanisms.
As more research in block-based programming languages is being conducted, large volumes of data are being generated which
create opportunities to observe novel patterns. Data mining techniques, such as cluster analysis, can provide a way to visually inspect student experiences to generate more relevant feedback [9].
Similarly, clustering can be used to group common student misconceptions to better understand where students struggle in both
general block-based programming and specific programming activities [6, 13]. The work presented in this paper uses cluster analysis
to focus on students’ help-seeking behaviors while coding.

Code State
No addition of
user inputs

Hint
"To increase the current value of a variable,
you can use the math operation block with
a set variable block"
Same variable is "If you try to read user input again, the old
being used to re- input value will be overwritten. Store the
ceive input twice user’s input in a separate variable to keep
track of what the user has entered"
No subtraction in "Make sure you are decreasing the countcountdown code down inside of the repeat loop"
Table 1: Sample hints and the conditions that generate them.
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INTELLIGENT BLOCK-BASED LEARNING
ENVIRONMENT

We have been developing an adaptive block-based programming
environment to support novice programmers in their learning of
introductory computer science. The goal of this system is to serve
both as a tool that educators can use during the first few weeks
of their introductory programming courses and, alternatively, as a
standalone environment that self-directed learners can utilize to
learn programming concepts.
In the system, students build their programs using a customized
version of Google’s Blockly block-based programming plugin [8].
Learners proceed through twenty programming activities, where
each successive activity builds on the skills learned from the previous one. These activities are organized into three units: 1) Environment tutorial, Input/Output, Numeric data types, Expressions, Variables, Iteration; 2) Abstraction, Functions, Parameters; 3) Boolean
data types, Conditionals, Indefinite iteration, Debugging. This experience report focuses on three programming activities from Unit 1
that introduce students to loops. The first activity has the students
gathering five numbers and then displaying the sum of those numbers, the second activity has the students introducing a "repeat"
block (a block that repeats a set of code some constant amount of
iterations), and finally the third has the students count down to
zero from a number entered by the student. We focus on these activities because they are sufficiently challenging that many students
requested hints while attempting the programming activities.

3.1

Intelligent Hinting System

The intelligent hinting system is designed with a fixed progression
of programming activities and a button to request hints from the
system. As shown in Figure 1, the hint button is in the upper right
corner of the web interface, accessible to the student at any time.
Each time that button is pressed, the system compares the student’s
code state to a set of expert-authored regular expressions which
were refined over several iterations, and then delivers a hint to the
student. Hints were either a suggestion for a next step ("Now that
there’s a number stored in the variable, see what happens when you
print the variable") or extra details about a block that was relevant
to the current task ("The repeat block lets you take a segment of
code and repeat it as many times as you want"). For some examples
of hints, see Table 1.

Figure 1: The block-based learning environment interface
is divided into four sections: the programming activity description in the top left, the coding pane in the bottom left,
the hint request button in the top right, and the output in
the bottom right.

3.2

Study Design

We conducted the study using the system at a large public university in the United States in Fall 2019. The participants in this
IRB-approved study were from one of two online sections for an
introductory engineering course and received extra credit for completing the study. The introductory engineering course reviewed
some computing concepts such as file systems and html, but did
not cover any programming concepts. A total of 342 consenting
participants logged on to the system, and of those, 174 participants attempted or completed at least one of the three activities.
These participants had an average age of 18.76, with 34.29% of
them reporting their gender as female and 65.71% as male. Students
reported majoring in primarily non-CS such as engineering disciplines, math, agricultural science, or undecided (79.43%); computer
science (20.57%). Of these students, 71.26% reported their ethnicity
as White, 14.94% as Asian, 4.02% as African American, 4.02% as
Hispanic and 3.35% as Other. The rest did not report their ethnicity
(2.41%).

3.3

Survey Data

We collected measurements of students’ incoming knowledge of
computer science through block-based test questions, and their
perceived computer skill. The concepts in the pretest were mapped
to computer science skills, knowledge, and abilities (FKSAs) present
in the exercises, using a process similar to Grover and Basu [10, 11].
We assessed perceived computer skill by asking the following question: How skilled are you with computers, compared to the average
person? (much more skilled, somewhat more skilled, average, somewhat less skilled, much less skilled). Students had an average pretest
score of 55.75 out of 100 (standard deviation 20.22) and an average
perceived computer skill of 3.38 out of 5 (standard deviation 0.86).

3.4

Hint-Related Metrics

The students in this study made a total of 1,063 hint requests during
the three programming activities. To characterize their help-seeking
behaviors, we represented each hint request as a two-dimensional

point along axes of elapsed time and code completeness, as we now
detail.
Elapsed time indicates the number of seconds since the student
started the programming activity. The calculation of elapsed time
in a web-based environment can be complicated due to the following behaviors: students may shuffle between activities (likely
checking the previous programming activity descriptions), and students may leave the web interface open in a tab for long periods of
time without working on the programming activity. In the elapsed
time calculation, we do not include brief periods of time in which
no other actions were taken. To correct for students leaving the
browser open for a long time without progress, we first calculated
the median time between student actions in the block-based programming interface. This median was 29.96 seconds. For any gap
longer than 5 minutes between actions, we replaced those times
with the median gap time. The 5-minute threshold was selected
based on the 3rd quartile value of gaps between actions in the interface (30.06 seconds) because visually inspecting the data revealed
that time gaps above the 3rd quartile became much longer and
were likely associated with the student no longer working in the
interface for that time. This heuristic approach has a limitation in
that if a student were still actively considering the task but not
taking any actions, we could artificially decrease their elapsed time.
The second characteristic that we calculated for each hint request was code completeness. This was calculated by first converting the student’s block-based code to standard Python code and
then measuring the abstract syntax tree (AST) similarity (Damerau–Levenshtein distance) with an expert-authored solution using
the analysis package pyastsim1 . This measure allows for the comparison of the code between different moments in time, and trends
in the trajectory of the code to be observed (e.g. the code is getting
closer to the solution over time).

4

RESULTS

The goal of this experience report is to analyze patterns in student
help-seeking behaviors to understand commonalities in the conditions under which they ask for hints. To accomplish this, we first
compared those students who did and did not ask for hints during
the three programming activities. After uncovering features that
distinguish hint requesters from non-hint requesters, we conducted
a cluster analysis on only the hint requesters.

4.1

How Do Hint Requesters Differ from
Non-Hint Requesters?

During the completion of the three programming activities, many
students requested hints from the system. Those requests are the
focal point of this paper, but before we excluded students who did
not ask for help, we first analyzed how these groups differed. Table
2 highlights some differences in incoming characteristics of each
group.
There were significant differences (p < 0.05) in pretest scores
between hint requesters and non-hint requesters using a two-tailed
t-test, with hint requesters having lower pretest scores. Similarly,
the hint requesters also reported significantly lower perceived computer skills than those students who did not ask for hints. We found
1 https://pypi.org/project/pyastsim/

Hint
Requesters
(𝑛 = 130)
53.37
(19.30)
3.27 (0.87)

Non-Hint
Requesters
(𝑛 = 44)
65.78
(20.00)
3.72 (0.75)

p-Value

Pretest Scores (out of
<0.001
100)
Perceived Computer
0.003
Skill (out of 5)
Table 2: Comparison of students who requested hints and
those who did not (p-Value calculated using a two-tailed ttest).

Features
Correlation p-Value
Perceived Computer Skill & Code -0.1887
0.0316
Completeness at Hint Request Time
Pretest Score & Code Completeness at 0.2781
0.0014
Hint Request Time
Pretest Score & Computer Skill
-0.2057
0.0189
Table 3: Correlations between students incoming characteristics and their average hint requesting metrics (p-Value calculated using Pearson’s R).

Figure 2: Histogram and box plot of code completeness (left)
and elapsed time (right) for the requested hints.

Figure 3: Clusters of hint asking behavior.

no demographic differences between these groups related to gender
or ethnicity.

requests. In other words, students with lower perceived computer
skill completed more code before requesting a hint than students
with higher perceived computer skill. Pretest score had a positive
correlation with code completeness; in other words, students with
higher pretest scores completed more code before asking for a hint.

4.2

How Do Student Characteristics Correlate
with Their Hint-Requesting Behaviors?

This analysis focuses on the two metrics calculated for each hint
request: elapsed time and code completeness. In the cluster analysis we will consider these as two dimensions that represent an
instance of help-seeking. Before we review their two dimensional
distributions, we examine each metrics’ individual distributions
(Figure 2).
As shown in Figure 2, students most frequently asked for help
early in their coding session, before making substantial progress
toward the solution. It is also important to consider how these
metrics are influenced by student pretest score and perceived computer skill. Table 3 displays the correlations between pretest scores,
perceived computer skill, elapsed time, and code completeness. To
avoid overrepresentation of students who asked for more hints, we
averaged the elapsed times of each individual student’s set of hint
requests and averaged the code completeness level across all of that
student’s hint requests.
Pearson’s R revealed significant correlations (p < 0.05) between
pretest score, perceived computer skill, and the code completeness
at the time of the hint requests. Perceived computer skill had a negative correlation with the code completeness at the time of the hint

4.3

What Clusters of Hint Asking Behavior
Arise?

To cluster similar hint requests, we used 𝐾 -means clustering in
the JMP package2 . 𝐾-means clustering partitions data points into
𝑘 clusters by optimizing a metric of cluster separation (distance
between different clusters) and cohesion (points within one cluster
being close to each other). We utilized cubic clustering criterion
as this metric [27]. The ideal 𝑘 is often not known a priori. We
explored 𝑘=3, 4, 5, and 6, and found that five clusters resulted in
the optimal clustering based on the clustering criterion. The five
clusters of hints are shown in Figure 3.
4.3.1 Cluster 1 - Where Do I Start? The cluster containing the
largest number of hint requests is characterized by a code completeness score of 4%, meaning that the code had a very low similarity to
functional code and was most likely only one block. This cluster’s
typical hint request had an elapsed time of 352 seconds, which
is only a few minutes after the start of the programming activity.
Figure 4 displays a typical code trajectory preceding a hint request
2 https://www.jmp.com/en 𝑠/𝑜 𝑓
𝑢

𝑓 𝑒𝑟𝑠/𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 − 𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑠 − 𝑠𝑜 𝑓 𝑡 𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑒.ℎ𝑡𝑚𝑙

in this cluster, in which only one to two blocks were added before
turning to the hint button. These hint requests may represent a
“Where Do I Start?” attitude toward utilizing the hint feature, as
we further discuss in Section 5.
4.3.2 Cluster 2 - Does This Look Right? The second largest cluster
of hint requests is characterized by a code completeness score of
70% and an elapsed time of 679 seconds. The requests for help
in this cluster were representative of students who were fairly
close to completion in the first 11 minutes. Figure 4 displays a
typical code trajectory preceding a hint request in this cluster. The
code displayed in the graph started improving within the first 250
seconds and had a fairly steady progression upwards. These hint
requests may represent a “Does This Look Right?” mindset, as we
further discuss in Section 5.
4.3.3 Cluster 3 - I Think I’m Missing Something. The third largest
cluster of hint requests is characterized by a code completeness
score of 8% and an elapsed time of 2142 seconds. This cluster seemed
to have experienced difficulty getting started on the programming
activity or had attempted a few solutions and later deleted their
code. Figure 4 shows a typical code trajectory preceding a hint
request in this cluster. The student has managed to make some
progress towards the goal and made a step backwards. They also
have been frequently asking for hints up until the hint request.
These hint requests may represent an “I Think I’m Missing Something” mindset, as we further discuss in Section 5.
4.3.4 Cluster 4 - This Time For Sure. . . Right? The second smallest
cluster of hint requests is characterized by a code completeness
score of 84% and an elapsed time of 3330 seconds. Figure 4 displays
a typical code trajectory that leads to hint requests in this cluster.
This sample displays a slow progression followed by a plateau that
eventually results in a request for help. This cluster is very similar
to Cluster 2, with the programming activity being engaged with for
a longer period of time. These hint requests may represent a “This
Time For Sure. . . Right?” mindset, as we further discuss in Section
5.
4.3.5 Cluster 5 - I’m Out of Ideas. Help, Please. The final, and smallest, cluster of hint requests is characterized by a code completeness
score of 11% and an elapsed time of 8193 seconds. This cluster is
characterized by frequent disengagement from the activity, sometimes leaving the activity open for 14 hours at a time (although
these actions were not considered in the calculation of elapsed time,
as described in Section 3.4). These behaviors seem to have been
related to this cluster getting stuck on the programming activity
because of prolonged confusion leading to disengagement with the
system. Figure 4 displays a typical code trajectory that leads to
hint requests in this cluster. As shown in Figure 4, hint requests
in this cluster also frequently asked for help in clusters 1 and 3.
These students had started many different solutions and ultimately
restarted their code several times. These hint requests may represent a “I’m Out Of Ideas. Help, Please.” mindset, as we further
discuss in Section 5.

Figure 4: Sample student code trajectory preceding a hint in
clusters 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.
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DISCUSSION

The results reveal that incoming knowledge and perceived computer skill were correlated with code completeness at the time
of the hint: students with higher incoming knowledge completed
more code before asking for hints. Students with higher perceived
computer skill asked for hints when their code was less complete.
Cluster analysis revealed five distinct clusters of hint requests, each
characterized by differing levels of code completeness and elapsed
time.
Cluster 1 - Where Do I Start? The largest cluster of hint requests (562 hints) happened early in the programming activity and
with a very low level of code completeness. This behavior likely indicates students not knowing how to start the activity. Redirecting
the students towards the programming activity description to help
them identify phrases that they should attempt to translate into
code first may be an effective first response [23]. Providing more
granular instructions or even code starters to help them overcome
these early hurdles to progress through the exercise [14] have both
been pointed out in the literature as effective approaches.
Cluster 2 - Does This Look Right? The second largest cluster
(359 hints) was typified by a slightly larger elapsed time than the
first cluster, but at a much higher code completeness level of 70%.
The literature suggests that rather than highly directive “next-step”
hints, feedback after significant progress could focus on statements
affirming students’ progress with positive feedback and prompting
them with a reflective question about their code [19, 28].
Cluster 3 - I Think I’m Missing Something. The third largest
cluster (86 hints) occurred much later in elapsed time than the
prior two clusters but had a typical code completeness score of
only slightly better than the first cluster, at 8%. Feedback after
students restart their code could highlight the successful elements
in their previous attempts and provide help based on what they had
previously done correctly, rather than starting from the beginning
as may have been more helpful for Cluster 1.
Cluster 4 - This Time For Sure. . . Right? The second smallest
cluster (38 hints) occurred slightly later than Cluster 3, and at the
highest code completeness of any cluster, at 84%. The sample code
trajectory displays the code completeness gradually increasing over
time until a prolonged plateau preceding the hint request. When a
hint is requested in this cluster, the student may be more likely to
be frustrated by more reflective prompts, and may respond better
to more direct feedback. A strategy that has shown to improve
learning in some students is to have the tutor deliver some extra
educational content and then question the student [18]. As these
students are close to the solution, more analysis identifying the
specific states students are getting stuck on will be important for
generating feedback to effectively overcome their specific issues.
Cluster 5 - I’m Out of Ideas. Help, Please. The smallest cluster (19 hints) had the lowest code completeness (11%) and almost
three times longer elapsed time than Cluster 4. To respond to hint
requests at this stage, the literature would suggest using worked
examples and bottom-out hints [34] since the requests likely stem
from being stuck and having immense difficulty completing the programming activity. This hinting strategy has been shown to reduce
cognitive load and help students finish their code, but is unlikely to
result in learning gain [34]. Ideally, a system would be capable of

proactively intervening before a student reaches this point, whereas
the current system could only give hints when requested.
Limitations. A limitation of this analysis and data set is that
the help requesters are self-selecting, although this is unavoidable
to study the natural occurrence of help-seeking behaviors. It is
also important to consider that marginalized groups in computing
may rate their skills and confidence lower than their peers and
this could impact results surrounding perceived computer skill.
Students in our sample were also not graded on the number of
completed activities, so not all students completed the first activity
represented in this work, meaning our sample may not contain
some of the students with the highest need for support. Another
consideration is the well-documented phenomenon of hint abuse
and hint refusal [29], both of which may skew this data and not
make it representative of all students.
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CONCLUSION

Intelligent tutoring systems designed for computer science learning can utilize a wide range of approaches for providing hints to
students. Investigating when, and under what conditions, students
request hints in an intelligent tutoring system allows for prioritization in what kinds of feedback should be focused on. In order to
provide high-quality hints that will be useful for students, it is critical to develop a nuanced understanding of students’ help-seeking
behavior.
The goal of this analysis was to discover patterns in student
help-seeking behaviors as they interacted with the intelligent blockbased coding environment. From the dataset of 174 students, 130
of them requested at least one hint from the system during the
programming activities. By considering both code trajectories and
elapsed time on programming activity, these 1,063 hint requests
were represented in two-dimensional space by five clusters. Based
on empirical attributes of the hint requests, as well as qualitative
analyses of code trajectories preceding the hint request, this paper
discussed recommendations for how systems or instructors could
effectively tailor support.
Future work should focus on implementing and evaluating contextsensitive hint strategies that take elapsed time and code completeness into account. Additionally, we should consider the interplay
of student characteristics and help-seeking behaviors. In this work,
incoming knowledge and perceived computer skill were shown to
differ significantly between hint requester and non-hint requester,
and have significant correlations with code completeness at the
time of each hint request. These characteristics, along with others,
likely play a more nuanced role in how hints are requested and
overall system interaction. This line of investigation may benefit
educators and system designers by providing insights on how to
build better hints, and how to more effectively build automated
help systems.
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